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Abstract 
In this poster, I discuss how the Catholic Research Resources Alliance (CRRA) approached issues of 
copyright, licensing and terms of use for the Catholic News Archive. Implemented in summer 2016, the 
Archive provides online access to a full text, aggregated digital collection Catholic newspapers and is the 
only collection like it in existence. Our goal is to have a digital collection as openly accessible as possible, 
licensed under a Creative Commons license in concert with the interests of libraries, archives, publishers, 
scholars, funding agencies and other stakeholders. We needed to learn how views of stakeholders are 
similar or different, what copyrights are in place for the materials in hand, and what the federal courts 
have ruled on copyright permissions needed for creating digital collections of collective works so as to 
reach mutually agreeable terms under which publishers will grant permissions to use their works. Many 
digital collections include works in the public domain as well as works under copyright which adds to the 
challenge of writing reader-friendly terms of use. Finally, we addressed ownership of the digital files in 
determining appropriate and satisfactory terms of use for all stakeholders. The licenses and terms of use 
were drafted by an intellectual property attorney for CRRA and revised based on discussions with many 
parties, including CRRA members, experts in the library community, directors of other state and national 
digital collections, and especially with the partners who would be providing content and/or permissions to 
make the content available in the Archive. 
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1)      Purpose: Produce, make available via the Internet and digitally preserve a collection of  
         digitized and born digital Catholic newspapers
2)      Need: Obtain permission from publishers to make post-1923 content available
3)      Understand views of rights owners, librarians, archivists, scholars, and readers 
 a. Rights holders may want to reserve some rights 
 b. Users desire open access
4)      Assess impact of Greenberg vs. National Geographic federal court ruling on copyright  
          permissions needed for digitization of collective works such as newspapers
3)      Learn from other sources and sites 
 a. Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for U.S. Libraries, 
  Archives, and Museum, http://hdl.handle.net/1813/14142 
 b. Colorado Historical Newspapers Collection 
 c. Digital Public Library of America  
4)      Obtain permissions to produce, make available via the Internet and digitally archive  
 a. Working with over a dozen newspapers and rights holders  
 b. List specific permissions in standard agreement     
 c. Select CC-BY-NC 4.0 to describe user rights 
5)      Communicate terms of use on website 
COPYRIGHT AND TERMS OF USE: 
WWW.THECATHOLICNEWSARCHIVE.ORG
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